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Abstract .. It is alten desirable to summarize a set of
time series through typical shapes in order to analyze
fhem. The algorithm presented here compares pieces
of different time series in order to find similar shapes,
The use of a fuzzy clustering technique based on fuzzy
c-means aUows us to consider such subsets as beleng
ing to typical shapes with a degree of membership.
Additionally, this matching is invariant with respect to
a scaling of the time series. The algorithm is dernon
strated on a widely known set of data taken from tbe
ECG rhythm analysis experiments performed at MIT
laboratories.

eonsists in finding a partition of the original space and as
signing each data element to one of the clusters by means
of a similarity function, which is often based on the Eu
clidean distanee as ametrie. Each cluster is then repre
sented by a prototype, or cluster representative. The weil
known fuzzy e-means algorithm [lJ is an example for such
a clustering algorithm, where in addition one allows each
data element to belong to all clusters simultaneously, but
to different degrees. In formal terms, assuming we have a
data set X = {x" ...,xlxl} eRn, n E N, the aim is to
eompute the prototypes P = {Pi, "',PIPI} as a result of
the following optimization problem:

The general idea behind clustering is to partition a given
dataset into homogeneous subsets. One popular approach

2 OBJECTIVE FUNCTION-BASED FUZZY
CLUSTERING

When proeessing large amounts of data, it is important to
derive a eompact representation that still retains all rel
evant information. For instanee, a [arge part of the data
might be grouped together into few clusters whereas the
outliers should be isolated, thus making it easier to point
them out for further analysis. In this paper we show a
modifieation to fuzzy e-means to find seale-invariant clus
ters of similar shapes in time series.

The paper is organized as foilows. Seetion 2 eontains
a short deseription of the fuzzy c-means clustering tech
nique; in section 3 we present our approach, introducing
the use of ascale independent objective function and, af
ter presenting sorne results in section 4 and summarizing
our conclusions in section 5, we discuss some possible fu
ture developments in seetion 6.
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using the eonstraints

that is, we want to minimize the sum of weighted
(squared) distanees between data objeets and cluster pro
totypes. The membership degree of datum x; to cluster
Pi is denoted by Ui,j E [O,lJ. The distanee of datum x;
and cluster prototype Pi is denoted by di ,; . The parameter
m > 1 influences the "fuzziness" of the obtained partition.

With m -t 1 the partition tends to be erisp (Ui,; -t

{0,1}); with m -t 00, totally fuzzy (Ui,; -t m)' Con
straint (2) makes sure that none of the clusters is empty
and thus we really have a partition into IPI clusters. Con
straint (3) assures that every datum has the same overall
weight in the data set.
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In addition we are interested in a partition that takes
into account that we are uncertain about the scale of each
time series. Hence, we introduce variable scaling parame
ters and measure the Euclidean distance of the scaled data
object to the prototypes rather than the distance between
the unscaled objects; this gives the algorithm more llexi
bility aß opposed to having a fixed scaling factor (aß would
be the case, for example, when normalizing all the time
series a-priori and applying the standard fuzzy c-means
algorithm). Obviously, for different prototypes different
scaling factors minimize the Euclidean distance, we there
fore use Si,; to denote the scaling factor for data object x;
to match prototype Pi. This leads to a modified objective
function:

lXI !PI
Jm(X; U,P) = L:~:>i:';lIsi,;x; -Pi112 (6)

j=li=l

To avoid the trivial solution of {Pi == 0, Si,; = O}, we
have to place a constraint on (6). Every prototype Pi
might be scaled by an arbitrary factor without changing
anything in the value of the objective function if we con
sider the same factor for the scaling factors Si,;' Therefore
we choose a fixed scale for the prototypes, requiring

Skipping the derivation of the necessary conditions for
the parameter updates, an alternating optimization clus-

Pigure 1: Heartbeats from 3 different serles. Data Ie ehifted to
have zero mean, but not scaled. Haartbeat 1 and 3, although with
different scales, show roughly the same shape, whereas heartbeat 2
ie different. Note, however, that the (unscaled) Euclidean distance
between heartbeat 1 and 2 is smaller than tbe distance between
heartbeat 1 and 3.

1
Ui,; = 1 (4)

~!PI (d() TJ'Fi
LJk=l r".,

and for the point-like shape model the update equation

~IX,1 um,x]'
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For our purposes, every data object represents (part of)
a time series and the aim is to cluster them according to
their similarity. Figure 1 shows a typical scenario with
three recorded heartbeats. The time series were shifted
to have zero mean but not normalized. Note how the two
normal heartbeats (number 1 and 3) have similar shape
but different scale. Heartbeat 2 is clearly different, but
still haß a smaller Euclidean distance to heartbeat 1 than
heartbeat 2. A purely distance based clustering algorithm
would incorrectly assign heartbeats 1 and 2 to one cluster
and heartbeat 3 to a second cluster.

Given a time series (t;)iEN we define the associated
data object x to consist of n consecutive observations:
Xj = (tOl t 1 , t2 l .." tn-I)' Analogously, every cluster is rep
resented by a prototype, which is an n-dimensional vector
that can be interpreted aß (part of) a time series.

3 SCALE INDEPENDENT APPROACH

Besides the point-like clusters, hyper-ellipsoidal shapes
[3J, linear shapes [1] and many others are known in the
literature. We refer to [5] for a thorough overview.

Fuzzy clustering under constraints (2) and (3) is of
ten called "probabilistic clustering". Other fuzzy cluster
ing techniques, using a relaxed constraint (3), are noise
clustering [2J and possibilistic clustering [6J. The latter
approaches are especially useful when dealing with very
noisy data.

The most popular fuzzy clustering algorithm is the
fuzzy c-means algorithm. It uses the Euclidean distance
between data vector x; and prototype Pi aß distance mea
sure. This model searches for spherical clusters of approx
imately the same size.

Most of the objective function based fuzzy clustering
algorithms minimize (1) by alternatingly optimizing the
membership degrees and cluster shapes, From the mem
bership model (e.g. "probabilistic") and the cluster shape
model (e.g. "point-like") one can develop necessary condi
tions for a local minimizer of J from g~ = 0 and g~ = O.
Of course, for each model we obtain different update equa
tions. Ideally we have in both cases closed-form update
equations, which makes the algorithms much faster and
more robust when compared with variants that use ad
ditional numerical techniques like the Newton-Raphson
method. In case of the fuzzy c-means algorithm, we ob
tain for the probabilistic membership model the update
equation
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choose termination threshold e
ehoose fuzzifier m (popular choices 1.5 :$ m :$ 3)
initiaJize prototypes Pi
repeat
/ / update sealing factors :

. . x'Y Pi
'tIz,j : Si,; :=~

/ / update memberships :

Vi l :u· . := 1/ ("IPI (II';';';-P,II') m'-,)
,J I,J L.tk=l 118/o,;x; PIo!l2

/ / update prototypes :
Vi :Pi := E;==l Ur;8i,jXj

/ ( normaJize prototypes :
Vi : Pi := Jf.;]r
until change in prototypes < e

Figure 2: Seele-Invariant Clustering Algorithm.

tering algorithm minimizing (6) under the constraint (7)
is given in Figure 2.

Note that it is not neeessary to store the scale and
membership matrix eompletely if the prototypes Pi are
updated incrementaJly.

4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Our dataset consists of EeG signaJs extracted from the
MIT-BIH Arrhythmia Database [7], whieh is a set of
recordings analyzed and labeled by human experts, Both
the signals and the eardiologists' annotations are freely
available.

From a medicaJ point of view, our data is representative
of a range of eommon clinicaJ phenomena such as normal
beats (the majority), paced beats, premature ventricular
eontractions, right bundle branch block beat and atriaJ
premature beat. Only the ones that result in peeuliar
shapes lend themselves to be recognized by our algorithm
(for instance, paced beats usually differ from normal beats
only in magnitude, thus being intrinsieally undistinguish
able for us).

Previous work to characterize different types of heart
beats has mostly focused on a set of parameters that were
extracted automaticaJly, such as width and height of cer
tain, characteristic features. Using these parameters is
not straightforward and methods to determine the influ
ence of these measures have been proposed as weil [9J.
Most medical experts do not rely on such summaries, how
ever, since they analyze the overall shape of a heartbeat to
determine its category. Our approach on the other hand
allows us to find clusters of similar shape as weil, which
mimics the human expert more closely than going through
an intermediate process of translating the time series into
a set of parameters.

Even though the data is not particularly noisy, some
preliminary cleaning was conducted, namely the subtrac-

tion of the mean and an alignrnent of the signals in order
to have all the time series represent exactly one heart beat.

Several experiments have been earried out to test how
the algorithm works in areal case. Figure 3 is an example
of a typical output, where one of the time series presents
an anomalous behavior (spee3, which shows apremature
ventricular contraction). In the case shown, 10 sampIes
are grouped using 3 clusters; the first row shows the 3 clus
ter representatives, while the time series (already scaled)
are shown in the first eolumn. The upper bar in each
cell of the table shows the degree of membership of each
time series to the relative cluster and the lower one is the
resulting sealing factor.

The algorithm produces three rather weil separated
groups; one of them contains spec3 alone, while the re
maining sampies are clustered into two groups, with the
more populated one containing the time series with a more
common behavior.

One of the major drawbacks of this kind of algorithms
is that it requires a fixed number of clusters. The typicaJ
choice for this was 3 or 4, which correspond to the most
evident shapes (which also correspond to particular phys
ieal conditions of the patients). It is important to note
that, since the number of clusters is chosen apriori, the
analysis of a range where none of the samples showed any
particular clinical condition was bound to produce more
clusters than necessary. Nevertheless, when a clinical phe
nomenon (that is a time series with a peeuliar shape) was
present, the aJgorithm was usually able to deteet it as an
outlier, assigning it to a cluster of its own.

When the number of clusters is chosen too large, a high
fuzziness index results in the memberships being almost
equally spread, which is not particularly meaningful. On
the other hand, with fewer clusters, the fuzziness, together
with the scaling factor, produces a better clustering. The
usual situation is that some clusters are reserved for the
outliers, if present, with the rest of the sampIes showing
very low memberships on those clusters; at the same time,
they will group together in the remaining clusters accord
ing to the respective similarities (but the differenee in the
memberships is not so evident).

We also eompared the algorithm with a standard fuzzy
c-means [i.e. without seaJing factor). As expected, since
the similarity measure is basicaJly the same, the latter
is bound to come up with worse results; with the same
number of clusters and fuzziness, the results tend to be
"sharper" l because even small differences in time series
that appear similar but at different seaJes are enhanced.
Sinee the number of prototypes is not determined by the
algorithm, it will try to assign each spectrum to one of
the clusters, even if this may result in "bad" vaJues for the
memberships, that is memberships equaJly spread along
the possible prototypes. The introduction of a validity
assessment function would provide a quantitative measure
of the goodness of the scaling invariant aJgorithm with
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Flgure 3: 10 time series are grouped using 3 clusters. The upper bar in each cell of the table shows the degree of membership of each time
series to the relative cluster and the lower one is the resulting scaling factor. Note that the time series shown are already scaled accordingly.
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respect to the original one.

5 CONCLUSIONS

The test on a real dataset has shown that our algorithm
is capable of generating meaningful clusters taking into
account shape similarities, and it succeeded in separat
ing common shapes from unusual ones. The procedure
is similar to that of a human expert, wbich naturally re
jects differenees in scale, but rather focuses on particular
shapes. As expected, carefully choosing the fuzziness de
gree as well as the number of clusters is important and
including the scaling faetor into the objective funetion to
be minimized has proven to be suecessful.

The fact that outliers are usually isolated can certainly
be useful in some application and to further refine the
analysis. Even though these prelirninary experiments
were encouraging and basically eonfirmed theoretical re
sults, they also gave us some hints on how to further im
prove the algorithm as outlined in the next seetion.

6 FUTURE WORK

It is clear that having a fixed number of clusters is not the
best solution. Tbis constraint is due to the class of algo
rithms whieh the fuzzy c-rneans belongs to; nevertheless it
can be partially overcome and the use of a cluster validity
assessment teehnique ([8], [4]) eould be a first step in this
direction, in that it would suggest us a hetter chcice for
the number of clusters required to characterize our set of
spectra.

Another feature that is highly evident in our chosen
dataset is the periodicity of the data. Even though this
cannot be assumed to be the rule, it suggests that an anal
ysis in the frequency domain eould be useful, for example
by taking into account the Fourier transform of each sam
ple, The idea is to apply the same algorithm on both
domains and colleet the results; roughly speaking, sinee a
scaling in the frequeney domain corresponds to a eomplex
shift in time, we can argue that it is possible to combine
both effects by running the same algorithm in parallel on
both domains.
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